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1 Introduction

The articulatory consequences of different onset organisations have been
extensively probed since the 1980s (Browman & Goldstein 1988, Byrd
1995, Goldstein et al. 2009, Shaw et al. 2009, 2011, Hermes et al. 2013,
Hermes et al. 2017). In a ground-breaking study exploring the articulatory
kinematics of word-initial consonant sequences in American English,
Browman & Goldstein (1988) observed that the mean of the midpoints
of the consonantal gestures in a sequence (the C-CENTRE) appeared to be
temporally aligned to the end of following vowel (the ANCHOR), i.e. the
C-centre was at a stable distance away from the end of the following
vowel, no matter how many consonants were in the word-initial position.
This alignment is shown schematically in Fig. 1a, where constant duration
or ‘stability’ to the anchor for different numbers of word-initial consonants
is represented with a horizontal black line. As a consequence of the above
temporal stability pattern, the duration between the midpoint of the right-
most consonant in the word-initial consonant sequence (the RIGHT EDGE)
and the end of the vowel (the anchor) shortened as more consonants
were present word-initially (see the shorter grey line in the case with two
word-initial consonants in Fig. 1a). The observation raises the possibility
that word-initial consonant sequences in English, which have traditionally
been argued to form complex onsets, have a C-CENTRE-TO-ANCHOR interval
stability that is observable in the articulatory domain. This pattern of
C-centre-to-anchor interval stability has since been replicated for
American English (Marin & Pouplier 2010), and has also been observed
in a variety of languages with complex onsets: Romanian (Marin &
Pouplier 2014), Georgian (Goldstein et al. 2007), Italian (Hermes et al.
2013) and Polish (Hermes et al. 2017). We refer the reader to work
related to understanding the C-centre-to-anchor stability effect as a
result of competitive coupling demands (Goldstein et al. 2006,
Goldstein et al. 2009, Nam et al. 2009, Marin & Pouplier 2010).
There are, however, languages which have been argued to have simplex

onsets despite having word-initial consonant sequences, i.e. only the right-
most consonant in the sequence is in the onset, with the rest of the conso-
nants syllabified separately (as appendices, according to some researchers).
Such languages have been observed to have right-edge-to-anchor interval
stability, wherein the last consonant in a word-initial consonant sequence
is in a stable temporal relationship with the following vowel, i.e. the pres-
ence of more consonants word-initially before a prevocalic consonant does
not substantially change the timing between the immediately prevocalic
consonant and the anchor (the end of the following vowel). This pattern
is schematically represented in Fig. 1b, where the right-edge-to-anchor
interval duration remains roughly constant across different numbers of
word-initial consonant sequences (see the stability of the grey line in
Fig. 1b). It is also worth noting that, as a consequence of the above tem-
poral stability pattern, the C-centre-to-anchor interval duration is longer
if there are more word-initial consonants (see the longer black line with
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two word-initial consonants in Fig. 1b). This pattern of behaviour has
been observed in Tashlhiyt Berber (Goldstein et al. 2007, Hermes et al.
2017) and Moroccan Arabic (Shaw et al. 2009, 2011).
Based on what we consider to be quite an exciting result, C-centre and

right-edge alignments can coexist in the same language for different
word-initial consonant sequences (Hermes et al. 2013). Hermes et al.
observe that some consonant sequences in Italian, i.e. those with a
sufficient sonority distance between them, have C-centre-to-anchor inter-
val stability, while other sequences (sibilant + stop and sibilant + fricative)
have right-edge-to-anchor interval stability, reflecting a distinction seen in
some morphophonological patterns of Italian.1
The above results have led to the general claim that simplex onsets have

right-edge-to-anchor interval stability, while complex onsets have
C-centre-to-anchor interval stability. However, it is important to point
out that this general claim does face challenges. Despite some morpho-
phonological evidence suggesting that word-initial consonant sequences
in Hebrew, French and German form complex onsets (Bolozky 1997,
Dell 1995 and Wiese 1996 respectively), the three languages appear to
have a right-edge alignment, at least for some consonant sequences
(Brunner et al. 2014, Pouplier 2012, Tilsen et al. 2012). However,
Mücke et al. (2020) argue that the articulations even in such languages
are consistent with a complex onset organisation, and that previous
research has likely misinterpreted the relevant articulatory data. We

C-centre-to-anchorright-edge-to-anchor

Figure 1
Schematic representations of C-centre-to-anchor stability patterns (left)
and right-edge-to-anchor stability patterns (right) (adapted from Shaw

et al. 2009). The x-axis represents time. The anchor marks the end of the
following vowel, and C1 and C2 represent word-initial consonants.

C-centre-to-anchor stability right-edge-to-anchor stability(a)

C1

anchorstable point

C1 C2

C1

anchorstable point

C1 C2

(b)

1 Here, we use the description ‘with a sufficient sonority distance between them’
simply as a way to refer to the sets of rising sonority consonant sequences that
pattern together. It is possible to take the view that the two sets of consonant
sequences stem from issues related to gestural overlap and acoustic recoverability
(Browman & Goldstein 1995, Goldstein et al. 2006, Nam et al. 2009).
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return to this issue in the §5 and raise another possibility, based on our
results in the current article.
Given the reasonably large literature on the correlation between onset

organisation and temporal stability metrics in articulation, we sought to
answer whether such temporal stability was also observable in acoustic
data. Our interest in exploring acoustic measurements to study such stabil-
ity patterns stems primarily from the fact that they are easier to collect,
both in the lab and during fieldwork. However, exploring acoustic mea-
surements for such temporal stability metrics rests on (i) the important
assumption that the landmarks typically demarcating segment boundaries
in the acoustic measurements are estimates of the landmarks for target
attainment (a gestural plateau, in the sense of Gafos 2002) in the articula-
tion, and (ii) the availability of consistent acoustic landmarks to demarcate
the relevant consonantal intervals from adjacent vocalic material. Given (i)
and (ii), we think that singly articulated stops, fricatives and nasals are par-
ticularly suitable for an acoustic exploration of temporal stability patterns.
In line with (i), in some of the earliest work on the C-centre-to-anchor

effect Browman & Goldstein (1988) point out that the attainment of the
target of the postvocalic consonant lines up with the acoustic closure of a
stop. Others have adopted similar assumptions about the degree of tem-
poral proximity between acoustic and articulatory landmarks. For
example, Kühnert et al. (2006), in an electromagnetic articulography
study of French onset consonants, used the acoustic burst of the post-
vocalic consonant as the anchor; however, such a blending of articulatory
and acoustic landmarks is only possible if we assume a fair degree of tem-
poral proximity between the gestural plateau landmarks identified from
the two measures for the relevant segments. Consequently, given that
the C-centre and right-edge landmarks are defined with respect to the mid-
points of consonants, which are themselves midpoints of gestural plateaus,
the midpoints of segments that satisfy (i) and (ii) above in the acoustic
signal should roughly line up with the corresponding articulatory
measurements.
In this article, we present three experiments that explore the temporal

stability metrics of word-initial consonant sequences in American
English and Jazani Arabic, using acoustic techniques. In Experiment 1
(§2), we replicate previous findings that word-initial consonant sequences
in American English indeed have C-centre stability, suggesting in line with
phonological theories of syllable structure that they form complex onsets.
In Experiment 2 (§3), we show that, in contrast to American English,
word-initial consonant sequences in Jazani Arabic, a little-studied dialect
of Saudi Arabian Arabic, show right-edge stability. Taking inspiration
from the different temporal stability patterns in Italian (Hermes et al.
2013), in Experiment 2 we also investigate whether different word-initial
consonant sequences (in this case, those differing in terms of the sonority
profile) have different temporal stability patterns, and again find (consist-
ent with the phonological evidence in the language) that there is right-
edge-to-anchor interval stability across all types of word-initial consonant
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sequences. In Experiment 3 (§4), we address a potential confound in
Experiment 2 (relating to the possibility of resyllabification of the initial
consonant in the consonant sequence) by removing the carrier phrase
that led to the potential confound, and show that there is still right-
edge-to-anchor stability for the word-initial consonant sequences in
Jazani Arabic. Finally, we discuss the contributions of this paper (§5).

2 Experiment 1: C-centre effects in American English

It has been long acknowledged that American English (like most English
dialects), allows complex onsets, and therefore word-initial consonant
sequences are themselves likely to be complex onsets (Kahn 1976,
Selkirk 1982); consequently, word-initial consonant sequences are not
the result of a word-initial appendix, as in languages such as Tashlhiyt
Berber (Goldstein et al. 2007, Hermes et al. 2017) and Moroccan Arabic
(Shaw et al. 2009, 2011). In the interests of clarity and drawing a contrast
to the patterns in Jazani Arabic, we present two arguments that suggest
that complex onsets are allowed in American English. First, as
Borowsky (1986) points out, in monomorphemic words of English there
are strong constraints on intervocalic consonant sequences, and the pat-
terns suggest that there is at most a single coda consonant in such positions
(barring the possibility of sequences of homorganic consonants). Most
relevant to current purposes is the observation that some of the consonant
sequences that can appear word-initially can also appear after a consonant
in such intervocalic positions within monomorphemic words (e.g.minstrel,
conspicuous). Given that there is at most a single coda consonant in such
cases, the rest of the consonants must form part of the following onset.
Second, given the pattern that aspiration appears syllable-initially

(Kahn 1976) or foot-initially (Davis 1999, Ahmed et al. 2020) in American
English, the fact that post-[s] stops preceding stressed vowels are unaspirated
suggests that they are not syllable or foot-initial (e.g. [kənˈspɪkjuəs] conspicu-
ous, [ɪnˈspɑɪɚ]2 inspire, but [ɪmˈpʰækt] impact). Both the above arguments
suggest that American English allows complex onsets.
With the above discussion as backdrop, we turn to a replication of

previous articulatory studies on American English. As was pointed out
earlier, word-initial consonant sequences in American English have been
shown to have C-centre-to-anchor interval stability. Consistent with this
observation, we show that similar stability is observable through acoustic
measurements. The results establish the fact that even acoustic measures
can be used to observe C-centre stability in American English.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants. Ten undergraduate students at Michigan State
University participated in the experiment (mean age = 21, range = 19–31;

2 The rhyme of this word is transcribed differently from fire, wire in (1) below, and
reflects typical transcriptions of General American English.
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4 male, 6 female). They received extra course credit for their participation
in the experiment.

2.1.2 Materials. All the test words were of the form (C1)C2VC3, and
were presented as pairs differing in the presence or absence of an initial
C1, which was always [s], as in (1). We used fricatives and nasals as C1
and C2, as their boundaries are easier to demarcate consistently on wave-
forms and spectrograms compared to other segments such as stops
(which are problematic to annotate word-initially) and liquids (which are
difficult to separate from the adjacent vowel in many instances in
American English, particularly in coda position). The word-final conso-
nant was a voiceless stop, again to ensure that identifying the boundary
of the preceding vowel on the waveform and spectrogram was
straightforward.

(1)

nap
Mac
nip
knack

Test and filler words used in Experiment 1
Test word pairs

[sæp]
[sæk]
[sIp]
[bOt]
[fVI#]
[wVI#]

a.

Filler wordsb.
sap
sack
sip
bought
fire
wire

snap
smack
snip
snack

[snæp]
[smæk]
[snIp]
[snæk]

fill
hill
loop
Nash
make
tick

-VCC-VC
[næp]
[mæk]
[nIp]
[næk]

[fIl]
[hIl]
[lup]
[næS]
[meIk]
[tIk]

brought
sleep
fresh
thrash

[bÓOt]
[slip]
[fÓES]
[TÓæS]

A reviewer and the associate editor point out two potential problems
with the assumption that word-initial [s] + nasal consonant sequences
form complex onsets; we consider each separately. First, there appears to
be a general absence of morpheme-internal [s] + nasal sequences in
English after a coda consonant. This is a fair concern; however, we
would like to point out that morpheme-internal [s] + nasal sequences
seem to be quite underrepresented even after vowels, where the [s] could
be analysed to be part of a preceding syllable as a coda (e.g. dismay) –
many cases found in the CMU dictionary (Weide 1994) appear to be
names (e.g.Cessna, Bosma), some of which appear to have a plausible mor-
phological parse (e.g. Hussman, Gusman). This means that it is quite
difficult to interpret the absence of morpheme-internal [s] + nasal
sequences following consonants as English disallowing [s] + nasal onsets.
Furthermore, there are in fact reasonably common words which do have
such a cluster (persnickety, parsnip). It is noteworthy that the words
never undergo any altered pronunciation that might have indicated any
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invalid syllabic structure3 – compare this toAntarctic andArctic, where the
medial [k] is often deleted (Borowsky 1989). Finally, many foreign names
have been borrowed into English with no segmental change (deletion or
epenthesis), despite having such word-internal sequences following a
medial coda consonant (e.g. Boersma, Braaksma, Elsner, Exner, Fitzner,
Wexner) – many of these do not have a reasonable fake morphological
parse. Contrast this with other non-English names that violate English
phonotactics (e.g. Kvitova → [kəˈvɪɾəvə], Zverev → [zəˈvɛɾəv]). This sug-
gests to us that English speakers have no problem with [s] + nasal onsets
morpheme-medially, and that the lack of such sequences in the native
English lexicon might be due to diachronic factors.
Second, there is some experimental work that appears to suggests that

[s] + sonorant sequences are syllabified differently from other obstruent
+ sonorant sequences in syllable break experiments (Treiman et al.
1992). While the former are typically broken up by a syllable break in
such tasks, the latter are usually parsed in the same onset. We would like
to point out that such syllable break tasks assume a fair amount of meta-
linguistic awareness on the part of the participant, and are often con-
founded with word-edge and morpheme-edge judgements (Steriade
1999, Harris 2004, Durvasula & Huang 2017). Furthermore, a careful
look at Treiman et al.’s (1992) results suggests there is a lot of variation
in the case of [s] + sonorant sequences, with many responses parsing the
two in the same onset. Interestingly, Treiman et al. (1992) found that
the /st sp sk/ sequences in /VˈsTV/ contexts (where V = vowel and T=
voiceless stop) were also broken up by participants into separate syllables
at similar rates as in [s] + sonorant cases. If the syllable break results are
interpreted as evidence of the segments being in different syllables, then
that interpretation contradicts the inference from the aspiration facts in
American English. As mentioned earlier, the fact that the post-[s] stops
preceding stressed vowels are unaspirated suggests that the stops are not
syllable or foot-initial. Therefore, the [s] in /VˈsTV/ contexts could not
belong to the preceding syllable, based on the distribution of aspiration.
Finally, the [s] + sonorant cases that Treiman et al. (1992) studied also
include /sl/. Note that these sequences do appear after coda consonants
in monomorphemic words (e.g. parsley, Wexler, Oxley, Lindsley), which
suggests that they are likely in onset clusters despite the patterns observed
in syllable break tasks. The preceding discussion suggests some caution
should be employed in interpreting the experimental results from syllable
break tasks as direct evidence of syllable structure.
To reiterate, we think it is reasonable to maintain the assumption that

[s] + nasal sequences can indeed form onset clusters in American
English. Furthermore, crucial for the purposes of the current experiment
is the fact that Marin & Pouplier (2010) observe that word-initial /sm/
sequences have similar C-centre-to-anchor interval stability patterns to
those of word-initial /st sk/ sequences.

3 See for example https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/persnickety.
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2.1.3 Procedure. The participants produced ten repetitions of each of the
words in (1) in the carrier phrase ‘Say __ here’. The stimuli were presented
in pseudo-random order, such that each repetition consisted of a random-
ised presentation of the list of stimuli in (1). Therefore, each participant
produced a total of 240 sentences (24 sentences × 10 repetitions), of which
the 80 sentences containing the test words were analysed in this study (8
test sentences × 10 repetitions). Psychopy (Peirce et al. 2019) was used
for stimulus presentation, and the responses were also recorded in
Psychopy with a Logitech USB desktop microphone (frequency response
100Hz–16 kHz) at a sampling rate of 44 kHz (16-bit resolution;
1-channel). The participants had three seconds from the onset of the
stimulus presentation to pronounce the whole sentence. There was a
brief practice phase (3 sentences × 1 repetition) for the participants to get
used to the task.

2.1.4 Measurements. The recordings were first automatically forced
aligned using the Penn Forced Aligner (Yuan & Liberman 2008), and
then the annotations were manually corrected by one of the authors in
Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2020). The annotation contained three tiers:
a phone tier, a word tier and a quality tier. The quality tier marked a
token as ‘bad’ if the target word was misread or if there was any hesitation
during the production; otherwise it was left empty. For each token, we
focused on annotating the word-initial consonants (separately, if there
was more than one) and the vowel.
The onset of the [s], which was always word-initial (if present), was

identified as the point of appearance of a noisy spectrum with a high-fre-
quency spectral peak and the disappearance of formants from the preced-
ing vowel of the carrier phrase. The offset of the [s], which was also always
the onset of a nasal consonant, was identified as the point of disappearance
of a noisy spectrum with a high-frequency spectral peak, or the point of
appearance of a frequency band with weakened intensity (i.e. an anti-
formant) in the spectrogram and periodic energy in the waveform. In
the case of a word-initial nasal, the onset was identified as the point of
appearance of an anti-formant, and the appearance of a flattened waveform
(Pruthi & Espy-Wilson 2014). The offset of the nasal was also always the
onset of a vowel, and was identified as the point of appearance of strong
formant structure and substantially higher intensity in the waveform com-
pared to preceding acoustic material. The offset of a vowel was determined
to be the point where the formant structure in the spectrogram and the
periodic energy in the waveform weakened considerably. For each of the
above cases, in case of inconsistency, we prioritised the first cue listed.
We subsequently used a Praat script to extract the two intervals of inter-

est for each word: (i) the duration from the midpoint of the rightmost pre-
vocalic consonant to the end of the following vowel (henceforth right-
edge-to-anchor), and (ii) the duration from the mean of the midpoints of
the word-initial consonants to the end of the following vowel (henceforth
C-centre-to-anchor).
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A sample of a final corrected annotation is shown in Fig. 2. For expository
convenience, the crucial temporal landmarks (C-centre, right edge, anchor) are
indicated, and IPA representations are used. To establish which interval has
themost stability, we need to see if there is a difference in the intervalmeasures
(right edge, C-centre) between words with single and two initial consonants.
More specifically, if there is no clear difference in the C-centre-to-anchor
intervals between the two types of words, but the right-edge-to-anchor inter-
val is longer for the former than the latter, then we can infer C-centre-to-
anchor interval stability. This in turn would suggest that the word-initial con-
sonant sequence forms a complex onset. In contrast, if there is no clear differ-
ence in the right-edge-to-anchor intervals between the words with two initial
consonants and those with a single initial consonant, but the C-centre-to-
anchor interval is longer in words with a single initial consonant, we can
infer right-edge-to-anchor interval stability. This in turn would suggest that
the initial consonant in a word-initial consonant sequence might be a word-
initial appendix.
Following Shaw et al. (2009, 2011), we also calculated the relative stand-

ard deviation (RSD) of the durations for each pair of words, using the
formula in (2) to estimate the spread in the durations. To measure the
RSD for each pair of words for each participant, we used all the repetitions
of the pair produced by that participant. Note that we used RSD instead of
standard deviation (SD) to control for the fact that longer durations are
typically associated with larger variance; an uncorrected measure such as
standard deviation or variance would have an inherent bias against mea-
sures involving longer durations (in this case C-centre-to-anchor) as
opposed to those involving shorter durations (right-edge-to-anchor).

(2)
RSD =

SD X 100
mean

5000

0

Figure 2
Sample annotation of the word snap. The crucial temporal landmarks –

C-centre, right edge and anchor – are indicated in the figure.

F
re

q
u

en
cy

 (
H

z)

s eI

say

s n æ p

snap here

h I Ó

C-centre right edge anchor
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2.2 Results

All the visualisation and data analysis in this article were done in R (R
Development Core Team 2014), particularly using the tidyverse suite of
packages (Wickham 2017).4
A total of 22 token productions (22/800 = 2.75%) were annotated as

‘bad’ (i.e. the target word was misread or there was some hesitation
during the production) and were therefore discarded, leaving 778 token
productions to be used in the analysis. As can be seen in Fig. 3, there is
no clear difference between the C-centre-to-anchor interval durations in

number of onset consonants

d
u

ra
ti

on
 t

o 
en

d
 o

f 
vo

w
el

 (
m

s)

400

300

200

100

400

300

200

100

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 S10

C-centre-to-anchor(a)

Right-edge-to-anchor(b)

Figure 3
Raw durations for (a) the C-centre-to-anchor interval and (b) the right-edge-

to-anchor interval for each of the American English speakers (S1–S10).

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

C CC

4 All the data presented in this article are available both in the form of the original
TextGrids and as text files with the extracted measurements at the permanent
link https://osf.io/3cjkd. The repository also includes the Praat scripts used to
extract the measurements, and the R scripts used to analyse and plot the data.
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the two types of words, but the right-edge-to-anchor interval duration is
longer for words with a single initial consonant than for those with two
initial consonants. In fact, the same pattern holds for each speaker in the
experiment. This suggests that the C-centre-to-anchor interval was
stable across onsets with differing number of consonants for each partici-
pant, but the right-edge-to-anchor interval duration was not.
As discussed above, we also calculated RSDs, which are presented in

Fig. 4. Again, the fact that the overall RSDs appear to be lower for the
C-centre-to-anchor interval suggests that the C-centre-to-anchor interval
is a more stable interval than the right-edge-to-anchor interval. Indeed,
the difference in RSDs between the two interval durations holds for all
speakers and all items in the study. This suggests that the observed stabil-
ity pattern is likely a consistent fact about the language, and is not
restricted to a few participants or a few pairs of test items.
We then analysed the data statistically. All the statistical analyses in this

article involved fitting linear mixed-effects models using the lme4 package
(Bates et al. 2015). The dependent variable used was RSD, and the inde-
pendent variable considered was Interval (C-centre-to-anchor, right-edge-
to-anchor; baseline =C-centre-to-anchor).
Following Barr et al. (2013), we treated the random-effects structure as

the largest one that converged. For the current experiment, the random-
effects structure included random intercepts of Speaker and Word pair,
and a by-speaker random slope of Interval – in the model comparison
this random-effects structure was used for all the models, to identify the
one with the best fixed-effects structure. For model comparison, the
minimal fixed-effects structure considered was one with just an intercept,
and the maximal fixed-effects structure included both an intercept and
interval. Consequently, in the case of the current experiment, the model
comparison was trivial; however, we performed it in order to have the
same statistical procedure across all three experiments.

Figure 4
Overall RSDs for each interval (C-centre-to-anchor and
right-edge-to-anchor) for the American English speakers.
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Using the abovemethod, we identified the bestmodel that could account for
the data, using likelihood ratio tests and a comparison of the Akaike
InformationCriterion (AIC) for the differentmodels. Note that AICmeasures
model fit while controlling for overparameterisation; a lower AIC value sug-
gests a better model (Akaike 1974, Burnham et al. 2011). The best model iden-
tified included a fixed effect of Interval, as in Table I. Once the best model was
identified, we looked at the fixed effects of the best model.

The best model, namely the one with a fixed effect of Interval, is shown
in Table II. As already noted, the baseline of comparison for each of the
effects is the C-centre-to-anchor interval. Therefore, the positive estimate
for the right-edge-to-anchor interval suggests that it has higher RSDs, and
therefore more instability, than the baseline (C-centre-to-anchor interval).
Consequently, the results suggest that the right-edge-to-anchor interval is
less stable than the C-centre-to-anchor interval.

The results of the current experiment are consistent with previous pro-
duction experiments on American English that were based on articulatory
measurements (Browman & Goldstein 1988, Marin & Pouplier 2010). The
C-centre-to-anchor interval was in fact the most consistent across different
numbers of onset consonants, for all the participants and test pairs. The
results are not only a replication of results in prior research, but also support
the claim that acoustic methods can be used to probe syllable structure.
In Experiments 2 and 3, we employ this technique to probe the same

issue in a language with a different syllabic organisation of word-initial
consonant sequences, Jazani Arabic.

Table II
The best mixed-e‰ects linear regression model for
the American English speakers in Experiment 1.

SE

(Intercept)
Right edge

0.837
1.813

fixed e‰ect df

9.313
4.623

t

11.413
º4.377

p(>|t|)estimate

9.550
7.934

0.00
<0.01

Table I
Model comparison for the RSDs in Experiment 1.
The AIC value for the best model is given in bold.

AIC

Intercept
Intercept+Interval

p(>c2)df

406.026
399.553

8
9

model

0.004

log-likelihood

®195.013
®190.776

c2

8.473
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3 Experiment 2: right-edge effects in Jazani Arabic

As mentioned in §1, in contrast to the C-centre-to-anchor interval stability
observed in American English, languages with simplex onsets such as
Tashlhiyt Berber and Moroccan Arabic have been observed to have
right-edge-to-anchor interval stability, wherein the last consonant in a
word-initial consonant sequence is in a stable temporal relationship with
the following vowel; the presence of further consonants before the pre-
vocalic consonant does not substantially change the timing between the
prevocalic consonant and the anchor, i.e. the end of the following vowel
(Goldstein et al. 2007, Shaw et al. 2009, 2011, Hermes et al. 2017). In
this experiment, we show that similar right-edge-to-anchor interval stabil-
ity can be observed through acoustic measurements in Jazani Arabic, a lan-
guage with simplex onsets.
Jazani Arabic is a dialect of Arabic spoken in the region of Jazan, the

south-westernmost part of Saudi Arabia. The dialect is heavily influenced
by Yemeni Arabic, both because of its geographic proximity to Yemen and
because of the political history of the area (Vasilliev 2000, Watson 2002,
2011, Ruthan 2020). While there is extensive research on the phonology
and dialectology of Arabic dialects spoken in Saudi Arabia and Yemen
(e.g. see Watson 2002, 2011), there is little work on Jazani Arabic. The fol-
lowing discussion of the relevant facts of Jazani Arabic is based on Hamdi
(2015), Lowry (2020) and Ruthan (2020).
Crucial for current purposes is the fact that Jazani Arabic has word-

initial consonant sequences, as shown in (3). All combinations of sonority
rises and falls are possible in these initial sequences: sonority rises (a), son-
ority plateaus (b) and sonority falls (c). The language even allows glide +
obstruent word-initial sequences (d), perhaps the most extreme falling
sonority word-initial consonant sequences possible, given the inventory
of the language.

.netsil‘)3( imp.m.sg’
‘cook.imp.m.sg’

[sma??]
[)nIdd]

a. rising

‘pluck.imp.m.sg’
‘forbid.imp.m.sg’

[nmUs/s/]
[mna??]

b. plateau

‘catch.imp.m.sg’
‘slaughter.imp.m.sg’

[msakk]
[n)arr]

c. falling

‘be dry.imp.m.sg’
‘describe.imp.m.sg’

[jbass]
[ws/iff]

d. falling

The word-initial consonant sequences appear to form as a result of the
deletion of a word-initial [ɁV] sequence, when compared to Modern
Standard Arabic, e.g. [Ɂɪsmaʕ] → [smaʕʕ] and [Ɂʊstæːð] → [stæːð]
‘teacher.M.SG’. However, we are not entirely sure of the correct analysis,
particularly because it is unclear if the deletion process is synchronic or
diachronic.
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In an extensive study of word-initial and word-final consonant
sequences in Arabic dialects, Kiparsky (2003) suggests that many Arabic
dialects, spoken in non-contiguous areas ranging from regions in northern
Africa to Iraq, allow for a word-initial appendix. He further suggests that
in such dialects, all but the immediately prevocalic consonant are outside
the syllable, and form prosodic word-level appendices. We follow
Kiparsky in suggesting the same representation for word-initial consonant
sequences in Jazani Arabic, as in (4). (We omit the moraic information
additionally proposed by Kiparsky, in order to focus on the segmental syl-
labic affiliations that are crucial for the current article.)

(4)

Ons

s

Rh

Nu Co

App

w

km as

One argument in favour of this syllabic parse is based on the consonantal
sequences found intervocalically. Recall from the discussion in §2 that
American English generally allows observed word-initial consonant
sequences in intervocalic position even after another consonant in mono-
morphemic words. In contrast, in Jazani monomorphemic words, the
word-initial consonant sequences in (3) are not possible after another con-
sonant (5a.i), though they are found after a vowel (5a.ii).

(5)

i.

Intervocalic sequences in Jazani Arabic
Morpheme−medially

*[?alsma]
*[?alnma]
*[?almsa]

a.
‘nail’
(proper name)
‘five’

[mismar]
[?anmar]
[xamsa]

ii.

i.
Word−medially across morpheme boundaries

*[?am−sna]
*[?am−rna]
*[?In−msa]

b.
‘it was heard’
‘it was drawn’
‘it was caught’

[?In−sama?]
[?In−rasam]
[?In−masak]

ii.*
*
*

Further evidence for the proposed syllable structure comes from the fact
that even across morpheme boundaries within the same word, the
maximum number of consonants in an intervocalic sequence is two, as
shown in (5b). This pattern is nicely accounted for if we assume that
Jazani Arabic allows at most a single coda consonant, and, crucially, at
most a single onset consonant.
Finally, given the restrictions imposed by the Sonority Sequencing

Principle (Sievers 1881, Jespersen 1904, Hooper 1976, Steriade 1982,
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Kenstowicz 1994) in favour of rising sonority onsets, the presence of all
three logically possible sonority profiles word-initially, showing the lack
of clearly sonority-based restrictions, is evidence in favour of a word-
initial appendix. This in turn suggests that the Sonority Sequencing
Principle is not violated by the word-initial sequences, because only the
last consonant in such sequences is an onset.
It is worth noting that Jazani, like other Arabic dialects, also has word-

final consonant sequences; these are perhaps best analysed as involving
word-final appendices (Kiparsky 2003). For expository convenience and
in order to focus on the word-initial consonant sequences, we do not
discuss these further, or represent them in (4).
We believe investigating languages like Jazani Arabic is important in

ensuring that we have an understanding of which cross-linguistic patterns
of temporal stability are due to syllabic structure considerations and which
are due to phonetic properties of the relevant consonantal sequences.
Relatedly, given that Jazani Arabic does not allow complex onsets for
any word-initial consonant sequences, we are able to create word pairs con-
taining consonantal sequences which are as close to the English counter-
parts as possible. Therefore, as far as is feasible in any cross-linguistic
comparison, we are able to control within our experiments for the possibil-
ity that some temporal stability variation might in fact be due to the
specific sequences tested.
Given that Jazani Arabic has a simplex onset organisation, we conducted

a production experiment to investigate if the word-initial consonant
sequences in the language show right-edge-to-anchor interval stability in
acoustic measurements.

3.1 Methods

3.1.1 Participants. Seven Jazani Arabic speakers participated in the
study (mean age = 32, range = 30–35; all male). The participants were
recruited by one of the authors in Samtah, in the Jazan province of
Saudi Arabia.

3.1.2 Materials. As in Experiment 1, pairs of test words were con-
structed such that each word in a pair differed only in the number of the
initial consonants (e.g. [zɪll, nzɪll]). The consonants used were the nasals
[m n] and the fricatives [f s z ʃ x ħ]. For each word with a single initial con-
sonant (CVCC), there was another word with the same sequence and an
additional consonant present word-initially (CCVCC); these formed a
single pair of test words. Furthermore, there were three sets of such
pairs of words, such that the words with the two initial consonants
(CCVCC) could be classified based on their sonority profiles: rising,
plateau or falling. There were no filler words in this experiment, as the
stimulus set was sufficiently large and varied. There were 36 pairs of
words repeated six times each (36 × 2 × 6 = 432 stimulus presentations
per participant). The set included nonce words, because perfect minimal
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pairs were not always possible. For analysis, we coded any pair containing
at least one nonce word as a nonce word pair. The full list is shown in (6).
Speakers produced all the test words in the carrier phrase [Ɂɪnta __ marah
θanjah] ‘You __ again’. Despite the carrier phrase resulting in some
unacceptable sentences in some cases, none of the participants expressed
any confusion during the task. Their productions also seemed quite fluent.

(6) Test word pairs used in Experiment 2

Rising ‘extend.pst.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘with’
(nonce)
‘with’
(nonce)
‘jump.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)
‘rival.sg’
(nonce)
‘rival.sg’

[madd]
[maff]
[ma??]
[makk]
[ma??]
[maTT]
[nUt/t/]
[nUdd]
[nUgg]
[nUzz]
[nUgg]
[nUll]
[nUss]
[nIdd]
[nIff]
[nIdd]

(proper name)
(nonce)
‘hit.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘listen.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘throttle.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘throttle.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘hang up.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
(nonce)
‘cook.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
(nonce)

[)madd]
[)maff]
[xma??]
[xmakk]
[sma??]
[smaTT]
[znUt/t/]
[znUdd]
[xnUgg]
[xnUzz]
[SnUgg]
[SnUll]
[fnUss]
[)nIdd]
[)nIff]
[znIdd]

-VCC-VC

Plateau ‘suck.imp.m.sg'
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)

[mUs/s/]
[mUkk]
[na??]
[naxx]

‘pluck.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘forbid.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)

[nmUs/s/]
[nmUkk]
[mna??]
[mnaxx]

Falling ‘cut.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘enter.pst.m.sg’
(nonce)
(nonce)
(nonce)
‘enter.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘vinegar.sg’
(nonce)
‘consult.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘trap.sg’
(nonce)
‘hot.m.sg’
(nonce)

[)aSS]
[)azz]
[xaSS]
[xann]
[sakk]
[sagg]
[zIll]
[zITT]
[xall]
[xa??]
[SUrr]
[SUs/s/]
[faxx]
[fadd]
[)arr]
[)aDD]

‘clean.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘scratch.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘catch.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘get o‰.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘sieve.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘go away.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘blow out.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
‘slaughter.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)

[m)aSS]
[m)azz]
[mxaSS]
[mxann]
[msakk]
[msagg]
[nzIll]
[nzITT]
[nxall]
[nxa??]
[nSUrr]
[nSUs/s/]
[nfaxx]
[nfadd]
[n)arr]
[n)aDD]
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3.1.3 Procedure. The experiment was conducted in a quiet room. The
stimulus sentences were presented to the participants one at a time in
standard Arabic orthography, using Microsoft PowerPoint; each slide
had a single sentence in the middle of the screen. The stimulus sentences
were presented with appropriate vowel diacritics, so that the speaker knew
what the corresponding vowels were.
The instructions were given verbally in Jazani Arabic, to encourage

participants to pronounce the words in their own dialect. Furthermore,
the participants were explicitly told to read the sentences in their dia-
lect (Jazani). Finally, the initial instructions also used Jazani-specific
morphology where possible, to encourage Jazani pronunciations – the
morphemes [ʃa] ‘will’ and [Ɂam] ‘the’ were used. (The Modern Standard
Arabic variants are [sa] and [Ɂal] respectively.)
The participants were given three sentences as practice. Participant pro-

nunciations were recorded with Audacity,5 using a Logitech USB desktop
microphone (frequency response 100Hz–16 kHz) at a sampling rate of 44
kHz (16-bit resolution; 1-channel).

3.1.4 Measurements. The recordings were annotated manually by one of
the authors in Praat. Note that, unlike in Experiment 1, we did not use a
pre-existing forced aligner, since one did not exist. However, the acoustic
cues used to manually identify the segments were similar to the cues used
in Experiment 1 to correct the forced aligned annotations; therefore, we
believe the two annotations are comparable. More specifically, the same
diagnostics as in Experiment 1 were used to identify the onsets and
offsets of the nasal consonants and the vowels. For the identification of
the fricative onsets and offsets, the diagnostics were generalised to
include non-alveolar fricatives, i.e. the fricative boundaries were identified
by the presence of a noisy spectrum and the absence of clear vowel formant
structure. Furthermore, given that the primary hypothesis was related to
the difference in C-centre and right-edge interval durations between
words with a single word-initial consonant and those with two word-
initial consonants, only the consonant number and presence of a vowel
were annotated. A sample annotation for the word [msakk] is shown in
Fig. 5. As with the sample English annotation in Fig. 2, the crucial tem-
poral landmarks are indicated.
Subsequently, in a manner identical to Experiment 1, we used a Praat

script to extract the relevant durations and then calculate the two intervals
of interest for each word: right-edge-to-anchor and C-centre-to-anchor.
Finally, we calculated the RSDs for the two intervals.

3.2 Results

In Fig. 6, we present the raw durations for each of the participants for each
of the intervals.

5 http://audacity.sourceforge.net.
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Figure 5
Sample annotation of the word [msakk]. The crucial temporal landmarks –

C-centre, right edge and anchor – are indicated in the figure.
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Figure 6
Raw durations for (a) the C-centre-to-anchor interval and (b) the right-edge-to-
anchor interval for each of the Jazani Arabic speakers (S1–S7) in Experiment 2.
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Visual inspection suggests that the durations of the right-edge-to-
anchor interval for each speaker are similar for words with one or two
initial consonants. In contrast, the C-centre-to-anchor interval durations
for each speaker are substantially longer for words with two consonants.
This suggests that the language has right-edge-to-anchor interval stability,
and consequently has a word-initial appendix.
As in Experiment 1, we looked at RSDs to probe the stability of the

different intervals. Consistent with the visual inspection of the raw dura-
tions, the right-edge-to-anchor interval durations had lower RSDs
overall than the right-edge-to-anchor interval durations for each sonority
profile, as shown in Fig. 7.
Further examination showed that the right-edge-to-anchor interval was

more stable for all seven speakers, and for all the pairs of words tested.
Furthermore, the real word status of the word pairs did not make a differ-
ence to this pattern, in which the right-edge-to-anchor interval was
observed to have lower RSDs overall than the C-centre-to-anchor interval.
As discussed for Experiment 1, we fitted linear mixed-effects models to

analyse the data statistically. The dependent variable was again RSD, and
the independent variables considered were Interval (C-centre-to-anchor,
right-edge-to-anchor; baseline = C-centre-to-anchor), Sonority profile
(Rising, Falling, Plateau; baseline = Falling) and an interaction between
Interval and Sonority profile. For the current experiment, the random
effects structure included random intercepts of Speaker, Word pair and
Interval, and by-speaker and by-real word status random slopes of
Interval.
For model comparison, the minimal fixed-effects structure considered

was one with just an intercept, and the maximal fixed-effects structure
included an intercept, Interval, Sonority profile and an interaction
between Interval and Sonority profile. In Table III, we present the AIC
values and pairwise likelihood ratio tests between each model and the
model on the previous line, where appropriate. Consequently, in

Figure 7
Overall RSDs for each interval (C-centre-to-anchor and right-

edge-to-anchor) for the Jazani Arabic speakers in Experiment 2.
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Table III, there is no p-value for the third model (since the second and
third models do not form a nested pair).

Based on the AIC values and the likelihood ratio tests (where appropri-
ate), the best model identified included a fixed effect of Interval and a sep-
arate fixed effect of Sonority profile, and an interaction between the two,
suggesting that there was some evidence of differences across all three son-
ority profiles. This model is presented in Table IV.

Given that the best model had a statistically significant interaction, we
carried out pairwise comparisons of the two interval types (C-centre-to-
anchor and right-edge-to-anchor) separately for each sonority profile in
Table V. In the interest of conciseness, we present only the fixed effects
for each model. As noted above, the baseline for Interval was the
C-centre-to-anchor interval duration. The estimates show in each case
that the right-edge-to-anchor intervals had lower (more negative) RSDs.
This suggests that the right-edge-to-anchor interval was more stable
than the C-centre-to-anchor interval for all the sonority profiles.

Table III
Model comparison for the RSDs in Experiment 2.
The AIC value for the best model is given in bold.

AIC

Intercept
Intercept+Interval
Intercept+Sonority
Intercept+Interval+Sonority
Intercept+Interval XSonority

p(>c2)df

2, 639.830
2, 630.858
2, 629.702
2, 623.068
2, 618.195

11
12
13
14
16

model

<0.001

<0.001
0.0012

log-
likelihood

®1, 308.915
®1, 303.429
®1, 301.851
®1, 297.534
®1, 293.097

c2

10.972

º8.634
º8.874

Table IV
The best mixed-e‰ects linear regression model for

the Jazani Arabic speakers in Experiment 2.

SE

(Intercept)
Right edge
Plateau
Rising
Right edge:Plateau
Right edge:Rising

1.059
1.069
1.105
0.829
1.029
0.772

fixed e‰ect df

º6.640
º3.819
32.832
32.867
32.043
32.145

t

15.816
®6.245

1.000
4.815

®0.085
®2.850

p(>|t|)estimate

16.746
®6.679

1.105
3.990

®0.087
®2.200

0.00000
0.004
0.325
0.00003
0.933
0.008
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It is worth noting that the estimate is only marginally significant for the
plateau case, although the effect size is roughly the same as in the other
conditions. Furthermore, the Standard Error estimate for the plateau
case is higher than the other two cases. This is not surprising, given
there are only four pairs of sonority plateaus in the stimulus set. It is pos-
sible that the increased Standard Error estimate is due to collapsing the real
word and nonce word cases. To further probe the source of the issue, we
conducted a post hoc exploratory analysis of the RSDs, where we analysed
the real word and nonce word pairs separately for the sonority plateau
pairs. Again, in the interest of space, in Table VI we present only the
fixed effects for each model. As can be observed, there is a negative esti-
mate for both real words and nonce words, which suggests that the
right-edge-to-anchor interval durations had lower RSDs for both cases
even in the sonority plateau cases, i.e. the right-edge-to-anchor interval
was more stable than the C-centre-to-anchor interval. Finally, for the
sake of completeness, we also analysed the same comparisons within the
other two sonority profiles (rising and falling), and confirmed that the
pattern was the same for both real word and nonce word pairs.

Table V
The main e‰ects of Interval from separate mixed-e‰ects linear

regression models for each sonority profile in Experiment 2.

SE

Rising
Plateau
Falling

1.422
1.500
0.725

sonority profile df

1.545
1.413
6.013

t

®6.174
®4.406
®9.327

p(>|t|)estimate

®8.783
®6.609
®6.760

0.045º
0.086º
0.0001

Table VI
The main e‰ects of Interval from separate mixed-e‰ects linear regression
models of real and nonce words for each sonority profile in Experiment 2.

SE

Rising
1.427
0.943

sonority profile df

5.120
8.118

t

®5.248
®10.545

p(>|t|)estimate

®7.489
®9.943

0.003
0.00001

Plateau

Falling

words

real
nonce

real
nonce

real
nonce

®6.787
®6.739

®5.137
®7.865

0.859
0.697

6.037
5.848

®7.903
®9.672

<0.001
0.0001

1.260
0.958

4.952
3.788

®4.078
®8.209

0.01
0.002
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The speakers in the experiment consistently showed the lowest RSDs,
and therefore the most stability, for the right-edge-to-anchor interval.
The results of the experiment are therefore consistent with those from
articulatory studies of word-initial consonant sequences in languages
such as Moroccan Arabic and Tashlhiyt Berber (Goldstein et al. 2007,
Shaw et al. 2009, 2011, Hermes et al. 2017). Furthermore, the sonority
profile of the consonant sequences in the word pairs did not affect this
pattern (despite a marginally significant result overall for the sonority
plateau sequences, clear right-edge-to-anchor interval stability was
found even for the sonority plateau sequences in a post hoc analysis that
separated the test pairs according to real word status). The results of the
statistical modelling suggest that there is right-edge alignment of the con-
sonant sequences, with the last consonant in the word-initial consonant
sequence being in a stable temporal relationship with the following
vowel. This in turn is consistent with our expectation that Jazani Arabic
has simplex onsets, despite having consonant sequences at the beginning
of words.
There is one confound which needs to be addressed. In the carrier phrase

used in the experiment, [Ɂɪnta __ marah θanjah], the word in the carrier
phrase just before the test item ended in a vowel. It is therefore possible
that the first consonant in the word-initial CC sequence of a test word resyl-
labified to the syllable in the preceding word. In that case, it would not be a
surprise that there is right-edge-to-anchor stability in our results. In fact,
Shaw et al. (2009) dealt with the same confound in their experiment by recal-
culating all the intervals under the assumption of resyllabification – this was
possible, given that their data included word-initial triconsonantal sequences.
In Experiment 3, we address the issue by removing the carrier phrase.

4 Experiment 3: right-edge effects in Jazani Arabic
(carrier phrase removed)

In Experiment 3, we eliminated the confound introduced by the carrier
phrase in Experiment 2 by simply removing the phrase, i.e. the speakers
produced the test words in isolation. In addition, we focused only on
rising sonority word-initial consonant sequences. We reasoned that if the
rising sonority sequences show right-edge-to-anchor stability, that
would suggest a simplex onset organisation even with the consonant
sequences that are most compatible with the Sonority Sequencing
Principle (namely rising sonority consonant sequences). This in turn
would provide support for a simplex onset organisation for the other pos-
sible consonant sequences (namely falling sonority sequences and sonority
plateaus).
In Experiment 3, we show that, as with the results in Experiment 2,

Jazani Arabic speakers show the most stability in the case of the right-
edge-to-anchor interval.
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4.1 Methods

4.1.1 Participants. Seven Jazani Arabic speakers participated in the
experiment (mean age = 32, range = 30–35; all male). Six of them had par-
ticipated in Experiment 2, though it is worth noting that the two experi-
ments were conducted three years apart. The participants were in
Samtah, in the Jazan province of Saudi Arabia. They were recruited
through an e-mail distributed by one of the authors to friends who met
the following criteria for participation in the experiment: (i) above the
age of 18, (ii) from the Samtah area.

4.1.2 Materials. In Experiment 3, as mentioned above, we only used
word pairs that had a rising sonority sequence in all of the words. The
list contained some words from Experiment 2, but also included some
that were new. The full list of words is given in (7). There were eight
pairs of words, each repeated six times (8 × 2 × 6 = 96 test words).
Crucially, unlike in Experiment 2, the speakers produced the test words
in isolation. As with Experiment 2, some of the pairs of words contained
nonce words, to ensure that the words formed perfect minimal pairs.
Consistent with Experiment 2, we coded any pair containing at least one
nonce word as a nonce word pair.

(7) Test word pairs used in Experiment 3

‘extend.pst.m.sg’
‘with’
‘with’
‘extend.pst.m.sg’
‘jump.imp.m.sg’
(nonce)
(nonce)
‘rival.sg’

[madd]
[ma??]
[ma??]
[madd]
[nUt/t/]
[nUgg]
[nUgg]
[nIdd]

(proper name)
‘hit.imp.m.sg’
‘listen.imp.m.sg’
‘cook.imp.m.sg’
‘throttle.imp.m.sg’
‘throttle.imp.m.sg’
‘hang up.imp.m.sg’
‘cook.imp.m.sg’

[)madd]
[xma??]
[sma??]
[xmadd]
[znUt/t/]
[xnUgg]
[SnUgg]
[)nIdd]

-VCC-VC

4.1.3 Procedure. The procedure was largely identical to Experiment
2. There were two notable differences. First, there was no carrier phrase
in Experiment 3. Second, the experiment was conducted via an online plat-
form, JotForm.6 Information about the audio recording equipment used
by the participants was not collected, but the files were recorded at a sam-
pling rate of 44 kHz (16-bit resolution; stereo).

4.1.4 Measurements. The measurements were identical to those in
Experiment 2.

6 http://form.jotform.com/83508793325161.
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4.2 Results

In Fig. 8 we present the by-subject raw durations for the different inter-
vals. As can be seen, the right-edge-to-anchor interval has the smallest
difference in interval durations between words with one word-initial con-
sonant and those with two word-initial consonants. Furthermore, the same
pattern appears to be true for each speaker. Therefore, the right-edge-to-
anchor interval consistently has the most stability.
The overall RSD values bear out the same observation, being generally

lower for the right-edge-to-anchor interval, as shown in Fig. 9. As with
Experiment 2, all participants and all pairs had the lowest RSDs for the
right-edge-to-anchor interval, which again suggest that this is likely a con-
sistent fact about Jazani Arabic.
As with Experiments 1 and 2, we used linear mixed-effects models to

analyse the data statistically, with RSD as the dependent variable. The
independent variable considered was Interval (C-centre-to-anchor,

Figure 8
Raw durations for (a) the C-centre-to-anchor interval and (b) the right-edge-to-
anchor interval for each of the Jazani Arabic speakers (S1–S7) in Experiment 3.
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right-edge-to-anchor; baseline = C-centre-to-anchor). The linear mixed-
effects modelling had a random effects structure that included random
intercepts of Speaker, Word pair, Real word status and Interval, and a
by-speaker random slope of Interval; the best model identified was the
model with a fixed effect for Interval, as in Table VII.

A more careful look at the best model revealed that the right-edge-to-
anchor interval had a smaller RSD than the C-centre-to-anchor interval
(baseline), unlike the English speakers in Experiment 1, and exactly like
the Jazani speakers in Experiment 2, as shown in Table VIII.
Furthermore, the estimate for the difference between the RSDs of the
two intervals was quite similar to the estimate of the same measure in
Experiment 2. This suggests that the right-edge-to-anchor interval is
indeed more stable than the C-centre-to-anchor interval.

Figure 9
Overall RSDs for each interval (C-centre-to-anchor and right-

edge-to-anchor) for the Jazani Arabic speakers in Experiment 3.
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Table VII
Model comparison for the RSDs in Experiment 3.
The AIC value for the best model is given in bold.

AIC

Intercept
Intercept+Interval

p(>c2)df

616.217
603.582

º9
10

model

0.0001

log-likelihood

®299.109
®291.791

c2

14.635

Table VIII
The best mixed-e‰ects linear regression model
for the Jazani Arabic speakers in Experiment 3.

SE

(Intercept)
Right edge

0.932
1.209

fixed e‰ect df

6.446
7.710

t

19.256
®5.991

p(>|t|)estimate

17.939
®7.245

0.0000
0.0004
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In summary, the statistical modelling clearly suggests that the right-
edge-to-anchor interval is the more stable interval for the Jazani speakers,
and the observed stability pattern could not be due to any confounds
related to differences in coda duration.
The results in Experiment 3 replicated those in Experiment 2 for the

rising sonority case. Furthermore, the experiment did not have the con-
found introduced by the carrier phrase in Experiment 2. In Experiment
2, the first consonant in a word-initial consonant sequence of the test
words could have resyllabified to the vowel-final syllable in the previous
word, [Ɂɪnta], of the carrier phrase. Consequently, the observed right-
edge-to-anchor interval stability in Experiment 2 could have been due to
there being only a single consonant in the onset in all the words. Since
the words were spoken in isolation in Experiment 3, there was no preced-
ing vowel-final syllable to allow the resyllabification; therefore, the results
of Experiment 3 suggest that Jazani Arabic does indeed have right-edge-
to-anchor interval stability.

5 Conclusion

In this article, we have presented three production experiments probing
the temporal alignment of word-initial consonants in American English
and Jazani Arabic using acoustic methods. In Experiment 1, we showed
that word-initial consonant sequences in American English display
C-centre-to-anchor interval stability in the acoustic signal that is equiva-
lent to that found in previous articulatory experiments. The results were
consistent with the phonological understanding that English syllables
allow complex onsets and have C-centre-to-anchor stability. In
Experiment 2, we showed that word-initial consonant sequences in
Jazani Arabic have right-edge-to-anchor interval stability. Furthermore,
we observed that the stability pattern was the same for all the consonant
sequences that were tested, contrary to what Hermes et al. (2013) found
for Italian. Our results suggest, in line with other phonological criteria,
that a word-initial consonant sequence in Jazani Arabic does not form a
complex onset. In Experiment 3, we replicated the results of Experiment
2 using only rising sonority sequences. Crucially, since the words were
produced in isolation, the results in Experiment 3 cannot be explained
by appealing to resyllabification of the first consonant in a consonant
sequence to the preceding word’s final open syllable.
The clear and consistent patterns in all three experiments suggest that

acoustic methods are a useful alternative to probing both temporal stability
metrics and thereby syllabic affiliation in consonant sequences. An import-
ant benefit of the technique employed here is that it is quite inexpensive,
and can easily be scaled up to fieldwork contexts. We hope that it will be
employed in a variety of languages and contexts – not only to test its via-
bility, but also to examine its correlation with more traditional analytical
techniques for inferring syllable structure.
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We would like to conclude by highlighting two issues related to our
results. First, we have tacitly assumed that acoustic measurements are
only indirect windows into the underlying gestural timing relationships;
however, the fact that there was consistent temporal stability in the two
languages, both across speakers and across pairs of words, suggests the pos-
sibility that such stability patterns might not actually be about articulatory
gestural timing relationships per se. It is possible that the stability is in fact
a reflection of the speaker attempting to produce outputs that contain
recoverable temporal stability information in the acoustics. In other
words, the speaker might not be targeting articulatory stability, but
instead acoustic and auditory stability. This, of course, is related to the
debate about whether articulations have motoric end goals (Kelso et al.
1986, Browman & Goldstein 1989, Saltzman & Munhall 1989) or acous-
tic/auditory end goals (Guenther 1995, Guenther et al. 1998, Perkell
et al. 2000). If it is indeed the latter, then there is another possible
reason for the inconsistencies observed in some languages (namely
Hebrew, French and German) with respect to articulatory temporal stabil-
ity metrics. As briefly mentioned in §1, Mücke et al. (2020) argue that the
articulations even in languages such as these are consistent with a complex
onset organisation, and previous research has likely misinterpreted the
relevant articulatory data. To account for the inconsistencies, they
instead suggest a more complex linking hypothesis between theoretical
phonological representations and phonetic measurements. However,
given the possibility that the speaker is in fact trying to achieve consistent
temporal relations that are recoverable from the acoustics (Browman &
Goldstein 1995, Goldstein et al. 2006, Nam et al. 2009), it is possible
that the articulatory measures are in fact indirect windows into the stability
patterns present in the acoustics, and that there is perhaps more stability
for the C-centre-to-anchor interval than for the right-edge-to-anchor
interval for the three languages, when the intervals are extracted from
acoustic measurements. Given the above discussion, we think it would
be particularly fruitful to carefully compare articulatory and acoustic
measurements.
A second issue raised by our results is that syllable structure, particularly

onset organisation, likely has a consistent signature in the acoustics. Based
on our results, we suggest that the information about syllable structure is
not present in any single acoustic token; instead it is observable in the
pattern of structured covariation that is observed across tokens.
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